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Scrapers in the Sky
GOAL
Build the tallest freestanding skyscraper that witl hold the most

weight.

MATERIALS

construction paper per

other weight

team

TIME TO CREATE

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY
Read the following and hightight
questions.

the important information, and then answer the

lf you're walking in the center of a major city, you'll notice very talI buildings all around
you. These buitdings are known as skyscrapers. The first known grand construction was the

Great Pyramid of Giza. Created around 45o B.C., the Great Pyramid of Giza was the tallest
structure in the world for approximately z,4oo years, or until the rgth century during the
lndustrial Revolution. Fundamental changes in metal manufacturing occurred during the
lndustrial Revolution when two new lighter, yet sturdy, materials were developed: iron and
steel.
lron and steelallowed for new designs of verytallbuitdings. The ro-story Home lnsurance
Buitding in Chicago was the first "skyscraper" to be built using a steel frame. With tighter
materials, even taller buildings could be designed, which brought to tight a new problem:
the wind. Engineers had to find ways to prevent the wind from causing the buildings to sway.
Today's tallest skyscrapers are required to be 5o times stronger against wind elements than
were the skyscrapers ofthe r94os.
Strong foundations make it possible for skyscrapers to stand on the ground and are a
significant element to the design. The location and the soil of a foundation must be large
enough and strong enough to support a skyscraper. Therefore, the foundation is a significant component when considering the design. Geotechnical engineers are able to dig down
to reach bedrock for better support; and in coastal areas, where the bedrock lies very deep
under ground, concrete piles (long rods of concrete) are driven into the ground with a [arge
diesel hammer untilthey hit the bedrock.
Several skyscrapers are famous for their height. The Willis Tower (formerly the Sears
Tower), built in 1974,is 442 meters (t,45o ft) tatt and has no floors. With ror floors, Taiwan's
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ror is 448 meters high and has an additional5o8-meter spire (r,676 ft). ln zoro, the

Burj Khalifa, in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, standing at 828 meters (2,717 ft) with 16o floors,

claimed the title of the ta[[est buitding in the world.
Extensive planning must take place when designing any buitding. ln addition to considering the design and materials of a structure, engineers need to think about the center of gravity, weight distribution, base width, base support, surface area, and wind resistance.

1.

What is the difference in height between the Burj Khatifa and the Willis Tower?

2.

Besides the wind, what other concerns do engineers face when designing a building?

3,

Towers used to be constructed of heavy stone. The rooms were dark and cramped, because

windows would have weakened the structure. How have materials changed the design of ta[1
structures?

4.

How might engineers use the shape and function of naturalforms in buildings?

TEAM CHALLENGE
Participants will work together in teams of two or three for a totaI of zo minutes to design
and build the tatlest skyscraper possible with newspaper (can be cut, torn, or folded). The
tallest skyscraper that will hold the most weight at the top will win. Each team's skyscraper
wi[[earn r point per inch of height from the base, and r point per unit of weight (e.g., golf ball,
penny) to be placed on the top. The skyscraper must be mobile (so that it can be carried to the
challenge site) and sturdy enough to hold weight at the top. Tape can only be used to attach
paper to paper. Measure the height ofthe your skyscraper and test for sturdiness.
Once teams are selected, your teacher wi[[ begin the time. You wi[[ have zo minutes to
gather your materials and build your skyscraper. Once your teacher signals that time is up,
you must stop working immediately and bringyour skyscraperto the challenge site. Anyteam
that continues to work after time has been ca[[ed may be disqualified.

Start Time

+ zo Minutes =

_:_

End Time

t.

After the team challenge, answer the following questions.
Why did you select the shape of your skyscraper?

z.

Did you consider design elements visible in nature as you designed your skyscraper? How did

this hetp yorl, or how could it have hetped you?
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3. How tall was your skyscraper, rounded to the nearest Fnth of an inch?
4. How many units of weight was your skyscraper able to hold without toppling over?
5. What happened when your skyscraper was tested?
6.

What would you do differently if you were to buitd another skyscraper? Why?

7.

Consider the foltowing concepts: center of gravity, weight distribution, base width, support

of base, surface area, and wind resistance. What might be some basic rules of skyscraper
design regarding two of these concepts?

8.

How might skyscrapers change in the future?

9.

How might skyscrapers be designed to protect against earthquakes?
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1.

2.
3.

4.

create a grid on large piece of cardboard by drawing four vertical
lines and five horizontal lines. Each line should be 5 cm apart.
Label the vertical lines lst Avenue,2nd Avenue, and. ro on, and label
the horizontal lines A Street, B street, and so on. This is the street
grid of your city.
nuif! three sugar-cube skyscrapers, each one five sugar cubes tall.
Build the skyscrapers at the following corners: A and tit , B and 2nd,
and C and 3rd.
simulate an earthquake by tapping on the corner of D and 4th with
the eraser of a pencil. continue to tap until at least one cube from
each skyscraper falls.
Which skyscraper fell first?

- In a real earthquake, would more damage happen in one place
than another? Where would the most damage happen?

Try the previous step again, reassembling the sugar cubes, but use different-strength taps to represent hard vibrations and soft vibrations.
Determine how many hard or soft vibrations it takes to knock over
buildings different distances away from the earthquake's epicenter.
6. Record your results in a chart containing the locations of the skyscrapers and when each fell.
7.
a city of slcyscrapers. Skyscrapers should include varying
-nuit$
heights. Experiment with different types of cubes and designs. Try
the pencil-tap test at a corner in the city to test the structurei' ability
to resist earthquakes.
5.

